What kind of reservation limits can I add in MuseumKey or LendingKey?
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Applies to

- MuseumKey
- LendingKey

Answer

Within MuseumKey and LendingKey, you may place restrictions on the number of active reservations a user may create. Limits may be placed on:

- Total number of upcoming reservations
- Total number of upcoming reservations per museum pass or thing
- Total number of reservations allowed to be created within a day
- Total number of reservations allowed to be made for a specific pickup date

If a user reaches their limits, they will be able to place additional reservations once an upcoming reservation expires.

Additional information

Additional restrictions may also be placed at the time of ILS authentication, including amount of fines, expired accounts, profile types and multiple barcode prefixes. You must contact support to make any changes to your ILS authentication restrictions.